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Abstract 
We describe a design support system for configuration of elevators to customer 

specifications. The knowledge base of the system consists of various design attributes and 
constraints which form a constraint network. Based on this knowledge base values of 
attributes are inferred from a customer's requested specifications by using constraint 
propagation. After examining the elevator design process, the following functions were 
found to be indispensable for realizing a practical design support system: 1) modification of 
the constraint network during the design process when the model changes; 2) control of the 
direction of constraint propagation; 3) utilization of default constraints; 4) constraint 
relaxation; and, 5) countermeasure guidance stored in the know-how database by expert 
designers when conflict occurs during the inference process. The effectiveness of this 
system was evaluated by application to elevator design, and the design time was reduced 
from 4-8 hours to 30 minutes for a typical order. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the elevator sales engineering division, it is necessary to detennine machinery and layout 
specifications quickly to meet a customer's requirements such as load capacity, speed and 
building specifications, and rapidly finalize orders to production. However, detennining 
order specifications requires a sales engineer to consider carefully while referring to large 
amount of technical infonnation in manuals. This requires much time and man power. 

Consequently, we have developed an elevator design support system that pennits 
specifications to be constructed interactively on a workstation in which specialized 
knowledge such as design rules and know-how is stored. In this report, we describe the 
system outline and its functions. 

2 THE DESIGN PROCESS 

First, we examine the elevator design process. An example of an elevator design process is 
shown in Figure 1. The design process is as follows: 

1) Input of customer's request: the customer has requested a change in the depth of the 
elevator shaft. 

2) Determination of product structure: the hanging weight position must be changed 
from the rear to the side due to a necessary minimum gap between the weight and the 
inner wall. This in tum makes it necessary to change the traction machine orientation 
in the machine room. 

3) Calcufiltion of specifications values: the traction machine position(x,y) is calculated 
from the cage and weight positions while the sales engineer refers to manuals. 
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Figure 1 Example of the elevator design process. 
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4) Evaluation of design: the machine room wall interferes with the traction 
machine. 

5) Decide on countermeasure: it becomes necessary to take a countermeasure such as a 
change of traction machine type, or a change of cage depth. 

This process is repeated until all design specifications are met with no conflict. To develop 
a system for configuration of elevators efficiently in this process, methods for both 
representation of design knowledge and guiding sales engineers through the design process 
must be devised. 

3 REPRESENTATION OF DESIGN KNOWLEDGE 

The design knowledge is described as rules that govern the relationships among local 
attributes summarized as formulas, tables and flowchart in manuals. An expert designer 
possesses an image of the networlc of rules (constraints) and the related attributes, and thus 
is able to grasp the overall order of design steps needed based on this image, and then 
proceed with the design process efficiently. Consequently, we have adopted a knowledge 
representation which consists of attributes and constraints that allows development of design 
plans by propagation of constraints. 

In the example in Figure 2, load, door width OP, and door position Xd are given, after 
which cage width and cage depth can be inferred using a table of feasible combinations of 
values (Cl). Next, gap Lis inferred from doorwidth OP by the relationship C2 and then 
cage position Xc and gap dare inferred by C4 and C3. 

1 Att "but 1 Specification ~o n e be determined Constraint network 
O:attribute 

0 : constraint 

Figure 2 An example representation of design knowledge. 
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4 REQUIRED FUNCTIONS FOR GUIDING TilE DESIGN PROCESS 
SUCCESSFULLY 

After applying this approach to a elevator design, problems in current constraint propagation 
methods were observed. The following functions were found to be indispensable. 

1) Adaptability of the model: in cases such as Figure 1, because of the change to the 
product structure, i.e. weight position type, new parts such as a rail bracket are 
necessary (Figure 3). As a result, the structure of the constraint network must be 
modified in the middle of design to cope with this change of product structure. 

2) Utilization of default constraints: there are no instructions in manuals on how to 
systematically progress through the design process, although there are local design 
rules among attributes. Therefore, the know-how that experienced designers possess 
must be described in the knowledge base. For example, cage position Xc can be 
inferred from door position Xd. However, if door position hasn't been given, cage 
position can't be inferred. 

To deal with this, experienced designers would position a cage in the shaft using the 
rule that a cage should be centered in the middle of a shaft, i.e. Xc = Xs I 2, if there is 
no customer request about door position (Figure 4). These types of default constraints 
are weak and ignored if a strong constraint exists, but they are necessary to progress 
through the design process. 

3) Control of the direction of constraint propagatinn: in constraint propagation, values of 
attributes can be determined in both directions. However, sometimes only one direction 
make sense, so it is necessary to define direction of propagation in these cases. 
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Figure 3 Change of product structure. Figure 4 Default constraint. 
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4) Constraint relaxation: specification of standardized parts is generally good on points of 
productivity and cost. Thus, in the beginning of the design process, order specifications 

should be inferred using recommended standard values. If the customer's request cannot 
be satisfied with standardized parts, the variety of values must be increased by constraint 
relaxation. 

5) Countermeasure guidance: there are two countermeasure methods when design 
conflicts occurs. One is local conflict dissolution by changing values of attributes, or in 
other words, constraint relaxation within the considered constraint network. The other is 
global conflict dissolution by changing the product structure. Know-how of an 
experienced designer in this case is necessary. 

To develop the above functions, we defme the following items of design knowledge 
(Figure5): 

a) Conditions for activation of attributes and constraints: various combinations of attribute 
and constraint values may require that other attributes and constraints be considered. 

When these combinations of values are entered in design process, related attributes and 
constraints are activated or inactivated to change the model dynamically. 

b) Definition of default constraints: if all related attributes are given, this default 
constraint is ignored. 

c) Constraint weights: if there are several constraints which can be inferred, constraint 
propagation is executed based on pre-defined weights. 

d) Definition of the direction of constraint propagation: a flag is used to indicate which 
directions inferences can be made or not made. In the below example, inference of 
attribute Z is prohibited when attribute X and Y are already given. 
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Figure 5 Description of attributes and constraints. 
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e) Deftnition of constraint relaxation levels: relation between contents of constraint and 
constraint relaxation levels is defined. 

f) Countermeasure know-how of designer for global conflict dissolution is expressed by 
rules (IF .. THEN .. ) in a separate know-how DB. A trace of the inference path is 
recorded for local conflict dissolution in another flle. 

5 PROCESSING MECHANISM 

By using attributes and constraints described by designer in factory, trace of inference and 
countermeasure know-how, the system controls the design process as follows (Figures 6 
and 7): 

1) Input I modify of values of attributes: input of the customer's required attributes by a 
sales engineer. 

2) Adapting the model: referring to conditions that activate attributes and constraints, 
the structure of constraint network is modifted when such conditions occur. 

3) Control of constraint propagation execution order: referring to the type of constraint 
(table, equality, c_function, etc.), the default constraint, and direction of constraint 
propagation, constraints which can be activated are found (Figure 6). Consistency check 
is not executed for default constraint 

The order of constraint execution is determined by selecting the constraint which has 
maximum weight among all activated constraints. 

4) Local constraint propagation: the system executes local constraint propagation. There 
are two types of execution. One infers values of attributes which are not ftxed and the 
other checks for inconsistencies among attributes. If only one suitable value exists for 
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Figure 6 Constraints which can be activated. 
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an attribute the system enters the value into the attribute. If more than one suitable value 
exists, the system displays the candidates and asks the sales engineer to select one. 

5) Planning countermeasure: if a design conflicts occur, the system can give 
countermeasure advice by either searching the inference record or referring to the 
know-how DB. 

6) Repeat of above process: the above process is repeated until all values are calculated 
with no conflict 

7) Display of design result, diagram drawing and document output: after the system 
infers the design solution , it displays the design result, draws the diagram and outputs 
the document. 
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Figure 7 Flowchart of the processing. 

6 OUTLINE OF DEVELOPED SYSTEM 

Based on the functions described in Section 4, we developed an elevator design support 
system. This system was implemented as interactive type software on a Hitachi 20500 
workstation. The design solution can be quickly calculated in about two minutes. The 
design solution is output in the form of an installation diagram and shown to the customer. 
Then, after the customer's approval is obtained, a production order is placed with the 
factory through a computer network. 
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Figure 8 Total system configuration. 

7 CONCLUSION 

We have developed an elevator design support system which can efficiently guide the design 
process. The following functions were found to be indispensable for realizing a practical 
design support system: 1) modification of the constraint network during the design process 
when the model changes; 2) control of the direction of constraint propagation; 3) utilization 
of default constraints; 4) constraint relaxation; and, 5) countermeasure advice when conflicts 
occur during the inference process. When we used this system on a full-scale design 
problem( 1600 attributes and 3300 constraints), we confirmed that the installation diagram 
could be obtained within a fairly short amount of time( about 30 minutes). 
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